
# 2741-1, ELEGANT 4-BEDROOM CAP CANA
VILLA WITH A LARGE PRIVATE POOL 

  Single Family Detached.   $
1,300,000  

Cap Cana, Dominican Republic
Superb 4 Bedroom Cap Cana Villa with a Large Pool near Caleton Beach Club in Cap Cana
Step into a world of distinction within Cap Cana's vibrant cityscape. Discover an exquisite enclave
of Villas that seamlessly blend nature's allure with refined living at its zenith. Set against the
backdrop of the revered Punta Espada Golf Course, these residences embody an unmatched
essence of elegance and exclusivity. Revel in the realm of opulence with direct access to the
Caribbean's premier golf course, masterfully designed by the golf legend, Jack Nicklaus. Crafted to
the utmost standards, this Villa showcases meticulous artistry and European craftsmanship,
elevating every detail to a masterpiece. Designed with a discerning eye, each residence melds
comfort, practicality, and aesthetics to resonate with the refined preferences of luxury connoisseurs
like you. Venture through the sprawling landscape and become entranced by the lush foliage that
envelops you. This captivating backdrop orchestrates a symphony of textures and hues, immersing
you in the essence of tropical beauty. Beyond the scenic marvel, our community is thoughtfully
situated to offer tranquility and serenity. Lose yourself in the whispers of exotic foliage, as the golf
course's enchanting allure transports you to a realm of leisure and repose. Indulge in superlative
amenities and services, meticulously tailored to enrich your living experience. From our world-
renowned spa sanctuary to the culinary delights of exclusive dining establishments, every facet of
your lifestyle is embraced with unparalleled finesse. This is your moment to embrace an existence
of opulence, where impeccable design, natural marvels, and unmatched leisure harmonize. Seize
the opportunity to invest in the pinnacle of Punta Cana's luxury living. Reach out today to secure
your fragment of paradise.

Name Jelena Golubovic
Phone +1 (809) 351-5863

BASE INFORMATION:
Bed :  4
Bath :  5

LAND INFORMATION:
Sq. ft. :  9149.32
Lot Size :  19362.34

BUILDING INFORMATION:
Built on :  0
Remodeled on :  0
Number of Floors : 
Floor area (Lower) :  0
Floor area (Main
Level)

:  0

Floor area (Upper) :  0
Floor area (Total) :  0
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